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VISIO MI
PUTTING
TEMPLATE (FACE
LINES)
SKU: 1HV1009V-12

Come in series of
templates (12, 15, 18
& 21 degrees)
Comes with holes
placed strategically
where you can fix tee
pegs to help physically
constrain the stroke
Perfect for many
golfers and teaching
professionals
Comes with holes
placed strategically
where you can fix tee
pegs to help physically
constrain the stroke to
the shape of each
individual arc.
Plastic tube is provided
for easy storage

Mi Putting Template is a
putting mat designed to give
you visual and kinaesthetic
feedback of one the most
important aspects of putting,
controlling the face angle.

The series of templates (12,
15, 18 & 21 degrees)
represent four commonly
found curvatures 'or' arcs of
stroke. The 12 arc represents
a shallow arc stroke, 15-18
offer medium arcs and the
21 a strong arc stroke. The
number represents the
degree of the inclined plane.

The arc of the stroke is
aligned also so that the
projected path at impact is
perfectly square to the ball
to target line, which is also
referenced on the Mi Putting
Template. A common
preference for many golfers
and teaching professionals

For storage and shipping
purposes your Mi Putting
Template has been rolled,
print side showing, inside

VISIO START
LINE TRAINER
SKU: 1HV1029V

The Visio Start Line
Trainer is a versatile
and innovative training
aid that will provide
the player with specific
feedback on their
ability to hit their
intended starting line
3 different width 'gate'
settings
develop accuracy of
less than 1 degree of
error
Comes with Leather
pouch for storage

The Visio Start Line Trainer is
a versatile and innovative
training aid that will provide
the player with specific
feedback on their ability to
hit their intended starting
line, one of the most
important skills required in
putting.
The device has 3 different
width 'gate' settings where
tee pegs can be placed into
the holes. If the ball starts
outside of the required
degree of accuracy on each
setting then it will collide
with the tee peg providing
both visual and auditory
feedback.

On a straight 10ft putt you
will need to develop
accuracy of less than 1
degree of error in your
starting line to be successful.
Training with the Start Line
Trainer will not only help to
develop the skill of being
able to hit your starting line,
but also give the golfer clear
feedback on any directional
patterns there may be.

Read More
Price: £34.99 + VAT

https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/mi-putting-template-face-lines/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+Mi+Putting+Template+%28face+lines%29
https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/start-line-trainer/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+Start+Line+Trainer
https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/start-line-trainer/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+Start+Line+Trainer
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the tube.

Read More
Price: £34.99 + VAT

VISIO THE NEW
MI PUTTING
TEMPLATE (FACE
LINES)
SKU: 1HV1039V

5 templates represent
the 5 most found arc
“sizes”
The Mi Putting
Template will give you
a reference for club
head rotation relative
to each arc
New protective case
included

Mi Putting Template is a
putting training aid designed
to give you visual and
kinaesthetic feedback on
your putting stroke

The template will give you
precise feedback on the
trajectory of the sweet spot
(which determines the path
and strike) and the face
angle (which is the primary
variable that controls
direction). The key technical
components of the putting
stroke

The Mi Putting Template will
give you a reference for club
head rotation relative to
each arc. Training with the
Mi Putting Template will help
you start a ball online with
impact conditions that will
also minimise excessive side
spin and promote a better
ball roll to help distance,
control and accuracy. 5
templates represent the 5
most found arc “sizes”

Read More
Price: £34.99 + VAT

VISIO THE NEW
PUTTING GATE
SKU: 1HV1049V

The Visio colour coded
gates come in a pack
of 3 sizes (RED 60mm,
SILVER 55mm and
BLACK 50mm)
The putting gates also
come with an indoor
holder so you can use
the gates for your
indoor putting
practice.
A tape measure is also
supplied so you can
precisely place the
gate at exact distances
to be sure you are
practicing
Comes with leather
bag

The Visio colour coded gates
come in a pack of 3 sizes
(RED 60mm, SILVER 55mm
and BLACK 50mm) which
when placed at specific
distances from the ball, on
your chosen target line, will
create a specific angle of
error that you will need to
achieve in order to
successfully putt the ball
through the gate.

50mm @ 17 inches requires
less than 0.5 degree of error
50mm @ 11 inches requires
less than 0.75 degree of
error

55mm @ 14 inches requires
less than 1 degree of error
55mm @ 19 inches requires
less than 0.75 degree of
error

60mm @ 40 inches requires

https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/mi-putting-template-face-lines/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+Mi+Putting+Template+%28face+lines%29
https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/the-new-mi-putting-template-face-lines/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+The+New+Mi+Putting+Template+%28face+lines%29
https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/the-new-mi-putting-template-face-lines/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+The+New+Mi+Putting+Template+%28face+lines%29
https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/the-new-putting-gate/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+The+New+Putting+Gate
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less than 0.5 degrees of
error

60mm @ 20 inches requires
less than 1 degree of error

The putting gates also come
with an indoor holder so you
can use the gates for your
indoor putting practice.

Read More
Price: £44.99 + VAT

VISIO MIRRORED
PUTTING GATE
SKU: 1HV1019V

The mirrored device
has 3 different width
'gate' settings that
hold in place 2
magnets.
Therefore on a straight
10 foot putt you will
need to develop
accuracy of less than 1
degree of error
3 settings offer the
golfer the challenge of
being able to start the
ball within 0.5, 0.75 or
1 degree of accuracy.

The Visio Mi Putting Gate is a
versatile and innovative
training aid that will provide
the player with specific
feedback on their ability to
hit their intended starting
line

The mirrored device has 3
different width 'gate' settings
that hold in place 2 magnets.
If the ball starts outside of
the required degree
accuracy on each setting
then the ball will collide with
the magnet providing both
visual and auditory feedback.

The 3 settings offer the
golfer the challenge of being
able to start the ball within

https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/the-new-putting-gate/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+The+New+Putting+Gate
https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/mirrored-putting-gate/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+Mirrored+Putting+Gate
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0.5, 0.75 or 1 degree of
accuracy. The setting closest
to the ball requires less than
1 degree of accuracy. The
2nd closest setting requires
less than 0.75 degree of
accuracy while the setting
furthest away requires less
than 0.5 degree of accuracy.
An interesting test when you
consider at 10 ft 1 degree of
error would be lined up to
the edge of the hole, while at
20ft 0.5 degree of error
would also be lined up to the
edge of the hole

Read More
Price: £34.99 + VAT

https://www.holezerogolf.com/product/mirrored-putting-gate/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Putting-Aids&utm_term=Visio+Mirrored+Putting+Gate
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